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“Imagine this image as very large colossal 
structure/lines in the sky, and you are
looking straight up as you can at the night 
sky, now imagine this image in that view, 
and the center zenith is above your head.  N 
is in front or down. This is how I personally 
orient to this ingenious projection. Amazes 
me each time how they did this!!! Our 

ancestors were brilliant, we need to step up 
if you ask me” – Trigmate Founder 



Astrolabe Parts 

The Plate 

The plate is a projection of local sky, and associated to a 

specific latitude. Depending on your latitude you can choose to 

insert the paper plates over the base plate of Trigmate. 

However, the various markings and lines will serve the same 

functions on each one.    

Reading the plate

Though these stereographic projections can look daunting at 

first, fundamentally all lines allow us to locate stars (incl. sun) in 

the sky with accuracy. The almucantar and azimuth lines work 

the way you would navigate using east-west and north-south 

lines on a map. Just like you can define a destination’s location 

as so many degrees north and so many east; you can define 

the position of a star as so many degrees above the horizon 

etc. 

The Rete

The rete is a projection of the major stars and their 

constellation of the celestial sphere. Historically astrolabes only 

display a dozen or so of the most useful or rather bright stars: 

Polaris, the North Star, is, of course, positioned at the rete’s 

center pivot. The other stars are placed in their projected 

positions. The star map contains the entire constellations for 

ease of identifying. 
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Astrolabe Parts (continued)

Alidade

With Trigmate, the rotating outer dial with scope, doubles as an alidade 

(sighting arm), it can be used to measure angles. In particular, if the 

astrolabe is held by the handle and at level, you can measure angles 

above the horizon very accurately. This technique is used to measure the 

altitude above the horizon of the sun, and for sighting stars in the night. 

Ecliptic path of the sun on the Star map / Rete

On every astrolabe rete/star map you will find an off-center ring 

representing the ecliptic suns annual path through the sky. This is marked 

out in degrees, and the degrees are grouped into the twelve signs of the 

zodiac, with thirty degrees per sign (360 degrees total).  With Trigmate’s 

Rete, the zodiac calendar is moved to the outer edge. By aligning the rule 

to suns’ position on the off-center ring and reading the calendar date the 

rule is pointing to, the observations can be completed. Note that the 

motion of the sun along the ecliptic is counter-clockwise hence the 

calendar is counter clockwise; while the daily motion of the sun through 

the sky from sunrise to sunset is clockwise. 

The Zodiac & Calendar Scale

The zodiac scale represents the path of the sun through the sky over the 

course of a year, and is used in conjunction with the calendar scale. As 

you can see it is marked off in the 365 days of the year, broken down into 

twelve months. This scale is carefully aligned with the ecliptic zodiac 

days so that when rule is used as a pointer, to a given date will show 

the location of the sun on the zodiac for that date. This works in 

reverse as well: You can find the date the sun is at in any position on the 

zodiac.
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EZ-ASTROLABE

Calculating the Time

The scope sight serves as the alidade of the astrolabe to 

measure elevation of sun and stars or constellations. 

Keep adjusting or turning the scope/alidade until a ray of sunlight 

shines through the 2 sights onto the palm of your hand or on your 

clothing and casts a shadow of the 2 scopes. Have the shadow 

of the 2 horizontal scopes align exactly over your t-shirt for 

example!

Now without turning the scope, read the angle of elevation or 

altitude. Read the angle value where the string cuts on the 

outer dial angle noted in degrees. Remember this is observed 

angle – it’s the angle of elevation.

Turn the Trigmate to the astrolabe face. Rotate the rule on top of 

the Star map or Rete to point to the current day. For example if 

current day is April 2nd, point the rule to it. Now on the star map or 

rete, mark or locate where the rule’s straight edge to the sun’s 

zodiac orbit (the off center circle). This is suns position on that 

day. Using a post-it note or temporary marker make a note of this 

spot. 

Now turn the Rete/star map and the rule together so this suns 

position matches the observed angle of elevation on the altitude 

lines or almucantars. That’s the time before DL time savings.  

The hours go from 0 to 12 for the time. For example 6 -12 = 

90degrees, or 18 segments, each segment = 5 degrees or 20 

min.

WARNING: Never Look at the Sun directly to measure as it will 
ruin your eyes! 
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EZ-ASTROLABE
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Observing Constellations in the Night Sky / Determining 

Time using the Constellations

Using current date, locate the sun’s zodiac position on the star 

map. If time at night is known, rotate sun’s location using the 

rule to position it by the time. Remember, no day light changes 

were used back then, nor this includes the axis tilt (need the 

kidney bean hour adjustment for it).

For example; If we take early February for this example, we will 

need to note sun’s position in the middle of Capricorn. And if we 

want to set the astrolabe to 10pm, we turn the celestial disk 

until the sun is in the lower right of the astrolabe, lined up with 

the 10pm mark. We can use the rule to help make precise 

alignments. 

This lays out the constellations on the star map for that 

particular night. You can make more precise adjustments by 

spotting and using the scope to aim at  an interested

constellation on the star map, and recording the star’s 

elevation angle, (just like finding it for our star the sun) and 

aligning it to the elevation altitude on the plate. 

If you want to find the time at night instead, select the brightest 

constellation star (named on Rete), locate them and record 

their elevation angle, rotate the rete on the plate to match this 

angle and using the current date, find suns location on the off 

center ring , and now turn the rule to suns position to find the 

time of the night on the outer dial. Check against known time. 

Calibrate your method if you have to. 



Finding Latitudes and Longitudes 

Latitude Longitude 

Go to Google Maps, Enter your or 
nearest city. Click on the location.

Print and insert the correct plate (next 
few pages) nearest to your latitude
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Astrolabe  Plate 30N 



Astrolabe  Plate 45N 



Astrolabe  Plate 60N 



Astrolabe  Plate 75N 


